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my stockings, and walked another three hundred yards on 
my bare feet. On being taken to the beginning of this 
trail. or where I had started in my shooting-boots, the 
bitch as usual set off upon it at full speed, nor did she 
abate this speed throughout the whole distance. In other 
words, having been once started upon the familiar scent 
of my shooting-boots, she seemed to entertain no doubt 
that the scent of the stocking-soles and of the bare feet 
belonged to me; although she did not clearly recognize 
them as belonging to me when they were not continuations 
of a track made by my shooting-boots (ro and I I). 

(IJ) I requested a gentleman who was calling at the 
house, and whom the bitch had never before seen, to 
accompany me in a conveyance along one of the carriage
drives. At a distance of several hundred yards from the 
house I alighted in my shooting-boots, walked fifty yards 
beside the carriage, again entered it while my friend 
alighted and walked two hundred yards still further along 
the drive. The bitch ran the whole 250 yards at her full 
speed, without making any pause at the place where the 
scent changed. This experiment was subsequently re
peated with other strangers, and with the same result. 

(14) I walked in my ordinary shooting-boots, having 
previously soaked them in oil of aniseed. Although the 
odour of the aniseed was so strong that an hour after
wards the path which I had followed was correctly traced 
by a friend, this odour did not appear to disconcert the 
bitch in following my trail, for she ran me down as 
quickly as usual. It was noticed, however, by the friend 
who took her to the trail that she did not set off upon it 
as instantaneously as usual. She began by examining 
the first three or four footsteps with care, and only then 
started off at full speed. 

(I 5) Lastly, I tried some experiments on the power 
which this bitch might display of recognizing my indi
vidual odour as emanating from my whole person. In a 
large potato-field behind the house, a number of labourers 
had been engaged for eight or ten hours in digging up 
and carrying away potatoes all the way along half-a
dozen adjacent "drills." Consequently, there was here 
a strip of bared land in the field about twenty yards 
wide, and a quarter of a mile long, which had been 
thoroughly well trampled over by many strange feet. 
Down this strip of land I walked in a zigzag course from 
end to end. On reaching the bottom I turned out of the 
field, and again walked up a part of the way towards the 
house, but on the other side of a stone wall which bounded 
the field. This stone wall was breast high, and was 
situated nearly a hundred yards to windward of my 
previous course through the potatoes. The bitch, on 
being led out of the house, was put upon my trail at the 
top of the field, and at high speed picked out my trail 
among all the others, following roughly the various zigzags 
which I had taken. But the moment she gained the 
" wind's eye " of the place where I was standing behind 
the wall, she turned abruptly at a right angle, threw up 
her head, and came as straight as an arrow to the spot 
where I was watching her. Yet while watching her I had 
allowed only my eyes to come above the wall, so that she 
proved herself able to distinguish instantly the odour of 
the top of my head (without hat) at a distance of two 
hundred yards, although at the time she was surrounded 
by a number of over-heated labourers. 

(16) On another day, when it was perfectly calm, I 
tried the experiment of standing in a deep dry ditch, with 
only the top of my uncovered head above the level of the 
surrounding fields. When she was led within two 
hundred yards of the place, she instantly perceived my 
odour, and ran in a straight line to where I had then 
ducked my head, so that she should receive no assistance 
from her sense of sight. This experiment shows that, in 
the absence of wind, the odour of my head (and no 
doubt, in a lesser degree, that of my body) had diffused 
itself through the air in all directions, and in an amount 

suf-ficient to enable the setter to recognize it as my odour 
at a distance of two hundred yards. 

From the above experiments I conclude that this bitch 
distinguishes my trail from that of all others by the 
peculiar smell of my boots (I to 6), and not by the peculiar 
smell of my feet (8 to I I). No doubt the smell which she 
recognizes as belonging distinctively to my trail is com
municated to the boots by the exudations from my feet ; 
but these exudations require to be combined with shoe
leather they are recognized by her. Probably, 
however, If I had always been accustomed to shoot without 
boots or stockings, she would have learnt to associate 
with me a trail made by my bare feet. The experiments 
further show that although a few square millimetres of 
the surface of one boot is amply sufficient to make a trail 
which the animal can recognize as mine, the scent is not 
able to penetrate a single layer of brown paper (ro). 
Furthermore, it would appear that in following a trail 
this bitch is ready at any moment to be guided by infer
ence as well as perception, but .that the act of inference 
is instantaneous (I2 and 13 as compared with 2, 8, and 
I I). Lastly, the experiments show that not only the feet 
(as these affect the ]:loots), but likewise the whole body of 
a man exhales a peculiar or individual odour which a dog 
can recognize as that of his master 1tmid a crowd of other 
persons (I5); that the individual quality of this odour 
can be recognized at great distances to windward (I 5), or, 
in calm weather, at great distances in any direction (I6); 
and that it does not admit of being overcome by the 
strong smell of aniseed (I 4), or by that of many other 
footprints (4). 

FOSSIL WOOD FROM THE WESTERN 
TERRITORIES OF CANADA.1 

SILICIFIED wood occurs in the country west of 
Manitoba in the Upper Cretaceous beds, in the 

Laramie and in the Miocene of the Cypress Hills, and 
has found its way into the drift. The numerous speci
mens in our collections, picked up on the plains, are thus 
of little pal<'eontological value, as their sources are un
certain, and it has become desirable to obtain specimens 
found in situ. A small collection of this kind was made 
by Dr. G. M. Dawson in the course of the Boundary 
Survey, and was described in the Report on the 49th 
Parallel, in I 87 5· In I 88o, Schrceter, in an appendix to 
Beer's paper on the plants of Mackenzie River, described 
a few species from the Laramie of that district. More 
recently, numerous specimens have been collected from 
beds of known geological age by Dr. G. M. Dawson, Mr. 
J. B. Tyrrell, and Mr. T. C. Weston, of the Geological 
Survey, and slices have been prepared by the latter. 
They include species from the Belly River and Fort 
Pierre groups, which are Upper Cretaceous; from the 
Lower Laramie, apparently a transition group between 
the Cretaceous and Eocene; and from the Upper 
Laramie, which is probably Lower Eocene, though at one 
time regarded as Miocene. These woods are mostly 
coniferous, but there are also angiospermous exogens of 
several kinds. In describing them in detail, they are not 
named as species, but merely referred to the modern 
genera which they most closely resemble. We thus find 
in the Belly River series two types of Sequoia correspond
ing to the wood of the two modern species, and woods of 
the types of Taxus Sa!isburia or Ginkg-o, Thuja, and 
possibly Abies, along with exogens referable conjecturally 
to the genera Betula, Populus, Carya, Ulmus, and Plata
nus. In the Laramie we have a similar assemblage of 
conifers and exogens, with forms referable to Pinus and 

I 
Abies, and to Juglans and Acer among the exogens. 

. .r Abstract of a Paper by Sir \Vllliam Dawson, read before the Royal 
Society of Canada, May x887. 
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Some fruits and other fragments from the Belly River 
series appear to indicate the presence of a species of 
Podocarpus. Appended to the descriptions of the woods 
are notices of new species and localities in connexion 
with the Laramie flora, and remarks on the grand coni
ferous fruits of the period, as connected with the formation 
of coal and lignite. The concluding remarks are given 
in full, as of interest in connexion with the British 
Eocene flora :-

Concluding Remarks.-While studying the specimens 
described in this paper, I received the volume of the 
Palceontographical Society for I 88 5, containing the conclu
sion of Mr. Starkie Gardner's description of the Eocene 
Conifera: of England. The work which he has been able 
to do in disentangling the nomenclature of these plants, 
and fixing their geological age, is of the greatest value, 
and shows how hable the palceobotanist is to fall into 
error in determining species from imperfect specimens. 
Our American species no doubt require some revision in 
this respect. 

I have also, while writing out the above notes for publi
cation, received the paper of the same author on the 
Eocene beds of Ardtun in l\1ull, and am fully confirmed 
thereby in the opinion derived from the papers of the 
Duke of Argyll and the late Prof. E. Forbes (J ourn. Geol. 
Soc. of London, vol. vii .), that the Mull beds very closely 
correspond in age with our Laramie. The .Filidtes 
hebridica of !<orbes is our Onoclea sensibilis. The 
species of Gingko, Taxus, Sequoia, and Glyptostrobus 
correspond, and we have now probably found a Podo
carjJus as noted above. The Platanites Jtebridicus is 
very near to our great P latanus nobilz's. Cory !us 
M ao-quarii is common to both formations, as well as 
Populus arctica and P. Richardsoni, while many of the 
other exogens are generically the same, and very closely 
allied. These Ardtun beds are regarded by Mr. Gardner 
as Lower Eocene, or a little older than the Gel in den series 
of Saporta, and nearly of the same age with the so-called 
Miocene of Atanekerdluk in Greenland. I have ever 
since 187 5 maintained the Lower Eocene age of our 
Laramie, and of the Fort Union group of the North
Western United States, and the identity of their flora 
with that of Mackenzie River and Greenland, and it is 
very satisfactory to find that Mr. Gardner has independ
ently arrived at similar conclusions with respect to the 
Eocene of Great Britain. 

An important consequence arising from this is that the 
period of warm climate which enabled a temperate flora 
to exist in Greenland was that of the later Cretaceous and 
early Eocene, rather than, as usually stated, the Miocene. 
It is also a question admitting of discussion, whether the 
Eocene flora of latitudes so different as those of Greenland, 
Mackenzie River, North-\iVest Canada, and the Western 
States, were strictly contemporaneous, or successive within 
a long geological period in which climatal changes were 
gradually proceeding. The latter statement must apply at 
least to the beginning and close of the period; but the plants 
themselves have something to say in favour of contem
poraneity. The flora of the Laramie is not a tropical but 
a temperate flora, showing no doubt that a much more 
equable climate prevailed in the more northern parts of 
America than at present. But this equability of climate 
implies the possibility of a great geographical rauge on 

part of plants. Thus it is quite possible, and indeed 
highly probable, that in the Laramie age a somewhat uni
form flora extended from the Arctic seas through the 
great centra l plateau of America far to the south and in 
like manner along the western coast of Europe. It is also 
to be ob;;erved that, as Gardner points out there are some 
differences indicating a di ver; ity of climate between 
Greenland and England, and even between Scotland and 
Ireland and the south of Eno-land; and we have similar 
differences, though not marked between the 
Laramie of Northern Canada and that the United 

States. When all our beds of this age, from the Arctic 
Sea to the 49th parallel, have been ransacked for plants, 
and when the palceobotanists of the United States 
shall have succeeded in unravelling the confusion which 
now exists between their Laramie and the Middle Tertiary, 
the geologist of the future will be able to restore with 
much certainty the distribution of the vast forests which 
in the early Eocene covered the now bare plains of interior 
America. Further, since the break which in Western 
Europe separates the flora of the Cretaceous from that of 
the Eocene does not exist in America, it will then be 
possible to trace the succession of plants all the way from 
the Mesozoic Flora of the Queen Charlotte Islands and 
the Kootanie series, described in previous papers in these 
Transactions, up to the close of the Eocene ; and to deter
mine, for America at least, the manner and conditions 
under which the angiospermous flora of the later 
Cretaceous succeeded to the pines and cycads which 
characterized the beginning of the Cretaceous period. 

THE LIVERPOOL MARINE BIOLOGY STATION 
ON PUFFIN ISLAND. 

THE Liverpool Marine Biology Committee was formed 
in the spring of r885 for the purpose of working up 

thoroughly the fauna and flora of that large rectangular 
area of the Irish Sea which lies around Liverpool Bay, and 
is bounded by the Isle of Man and the coasts of Anglesey, 
North \Vales, Cheshire, a!1d Lancashire. During the last 
three seasons the members of the Committee have con
ducted a large number of dredging, tow-netting, and other 
investigating expeditions in various parts of the Liverpool 
Marine Biology Committee district, and, as a first result 
of their labours, they published, in the summer of r886, 
a "First Report upon the Fauna of Liverpool Bay and 
the Neighbouring Seas." It became evident at an early 
stage in these investigations that, as the sand-banks and 
channels in the immediate neighbourhood of the estuary 
of the Mcrsey are comparati vely barren, it would be 
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necessary, in order to carry on the work of the Commit
tee satisfactorily, to establish a small marine laboratory 
somewhere on the coast of North \Vales or Anglesey. 
Such a station, close to the region where there is a rich 
and varied fauna, and yet within easy reach of Liverpool, 
would enable the members of the Committee, and other 
biologists who were working with them, to pay frequent 
and regular visits to the best ground for the purpose of 
collecting specimens ; and also to carry on observations 
on the habits of the animals, and to investigate their 
structures and life-histories. The Liverpool Marine 
Biology Committee have been aided in their work by 
small grants this year and last year from the Government 
Grant Committee of the Royal Society, and have received 
most important and generous assistance, by the loan of 
steamers for the dredging expeditions and in other ways, 
from some of the Liverpool ship-owners-amongst others, 
from the present Mayor, Sir James Poole, from Mr. 
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